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Synopsis

The dynamic form factor and the transverse part of

the fluctuation spectrum of momentum density are

analysed on the basis of the generalized Langevin

equation. According to the indication of the result,

numerical experiments are extended and it is shown that

the transverse fluctuation spectrum contains two kinds

of excitations. The frequency moment sum rules are

discussed in relation to one of these excitations.

1. Introduction

The one-component plasma (OCP, the system of charged particles in

a uniform neutralizing background) is a simple and typical example of

classical liquid with long-range interactions and various investiga

tions have been made on both static and dynamic properties [1]. In

the domain of strong coupling where we have no small parameter to

expand physical quantities, the results of "exact" numerical experi

ments are of fundamental importance as the basis of theoretical works.

Since the two-dimensional classical electron liquid shares basic

properties with the OCP in three dimensions and is, at present, the

only possibility of realizing the OCP in a laboratory experiment,

there hClS been a growing interest in this system. The dynamic
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properties of strongly coupled electron liquids in two dimensions have

been obtained by numerical experiments [2]: The longitudinal fluctua

tion spectrum is characterized by the collective excitation (the plasma

oscillation) with the dispersion relation interpolating the one in

dilute plasmas and the one in the Wigner lattice, and the transverse

spectrum, by the existence of the shear mode in the domain of relatively

large wave numbers. Compared with the case of three dimensions [3],

the behavior of the transverse spectrum is different in that there is

a domain of wave numbers where the excitation has a pronounced single

peak structure; the transverse excitation appears as a double peak in

three dimensions.

The purpose of this paper is to analyse these dynamic spectra of

two-dimensional electron liquids on the basis of the Mori generalized

Langevin equation and to clarify the nature of transverse excitations

in the domain of strong coupling.

The two-dimensional electron liquid is characterized by the

dimensionless parameter f defined by f= (TIn)1/2e 2/T , where n, e, and T

are the. number density, the electronic charge, and the temperature in

energy unit~. This parameter represents the strength of the Coulomb

interaction relative to the average kinetic energy: The system is

a weakly coupled plasma, a liquid of intermediate or strong coupling,

and the Wigner lattice, when f::: 1, 1::: f::: 135, and 135::: f, respectively.

(There is no phase transition between the gas and liquid states.) In

this paper, we consider the domain of strongly coupled liquid.

2. Phenomenological Analyses of Fluctuation Spectra

The spectrum of density fluctuations, the dynamic form factor

S(k,w), and the spectrum of momentum density fluctuations, C(k,w), are

defined by

S(k,w)

C(k,w)
'" -

1 00 i .
2 f dtexp(iwt)< L p (t)p] (t=O»,

TI -00 i,j k -k
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1T -co i,j-k --k
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exp [- ik •r. (t) ] ,
~ ~~

(dr. (t)/dt)exp[-ik·r. (t)],
~~ ~ -~
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(2.3)

(2.4)

and < > denotes the statistical average. Due to isotropy of our

system, C(k,w) is divided into the longitudinal and the transverse
'" ~

parts, C~(k,w) and Ct(k,w), as

C(k,w)
'"

2 2
(~~/k ) C~ (k, w) + (;; - ~~/k ) Ct (k, w) , (2.5)

and C~(k,w) is related to S(k,w) by

2 2k C~(k,w) = w S(k,w). (2.6)

These dynamic spectra have been obtained by molecular-dynamics

numerical experiments [2]; their characteristic features are briefly

mentioned in Section 1.

Since we have no established first-principle approaches to

dynamical behaviors of strongly coupled liquids, we here make a

phenomenological analysis employing the generalized Langevin equation

due to Mori [4].

The Liouville equation for a dynamical quantity A(t) can be

rewritten into the form

dA(t)/dt- HIA(t) + ftds M(t-s)A(s)
o

R (t) • (2.7)

Here the frequency n describes the relaxation proportional to A(t),

the memory effect is expressed by M(t), and R(t) denotes the random

force which is orthogonal (uncorrelated) to A(t=O). Noting that the

random force R(t) obeys an equation similar to (2.7), we arrive at the

continued fraction representation of the dynamical behavior of

fluctuations [4].
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For the dynamic form factor, the continued fraction representation

to the third order reads

S(k,w) [NS (k) /n] Re [1/ (-iw + 11~/ (-iW+1'.~/ (-iw + l1;M (k, w) ) ) ) 1.
(2.8)

Here N is the number of particles in our system, S(k) the static form

factor

S(k) <p (t) P (t) >/N ,
k -k

(2.9)

and M(k,w) is the Laplace transform of the memory function M(k,t)

which is normalized as M(k,t=O)=l. The coefficients 11
2 are related to
n

the frequency moments of S(k,w) as

where

11
2
1

-1<w>/<w >,

3 2<w >/<w> - 11 1 ,

m IJoo m+l<w > = T dww S(k,w).
_00 •

(2.10)

(2.11)

(2.12 )

(2.13)

As the memory function, the Gaussian or the exponential decay is

commonly used in this kind of analyses. We also adopt

or

rJ1(k,t)

M(k,t)

2exp[-f(k)t ]

exp[-f(k)t]

(2.14 )

(2.15)

as a simple trial function.

Using Eqs. (2.8) ~ (2.15), we determine the parameter f(k) included

in the memory function so as to reproduce the experimental results.

We have also checked the consistency of experimental values of the

dynamic form factor comparing the frequency moments up to m=3 with the
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values computed from static correlation functions by frequency moment

sum rules. Some examples of the dynamic form factor are shown in

Figs.l (a) 'V 1 (e) .

The results of comparisons of Eq. (2.8) with experimental values of

dynamic form factor may be summarized as follows: (a) The dynamic

form factor can be reproduced

(m being the electronic mass)

function (2.14), (b) f(k) is

by Eq. (2.8) with the Gaussian memory

roughly equal to w
2

(1ITn)=(2nne
2

1ITn/m)
p

and slightly increases with the wave

number k, and (c) the difference between Eq. (2.8) and experimental

values becomes significant in the domain of large wave numbers where

the longitudinal excitation has a broad peak structure.

The continued fraction representation for the transverse part of

the momentum density fluctuations is given by

where

(NT/nm)Re [1/ (-iw + tlt/ (-iw + tI~M.(k,w)))],

(m/N) <w>t'

lJoo m+lT dww Ct(k,w).
_00

(2.16)

(2.17)

(2.18)

(2.19 )

In Figs.2(a)'V2(e), we show some examples of the values of Eq. (2.16)

with Eq. (2.14) as ~1(k,t) in comparison with experimental values. The

results of the continued fraction representation are not so satisfac

tory as in the case of longitudinal spectrum, especially in the domain

of relatively large wave numbers where pronounced but rather broad

peak appears.
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Fig.l. The dynamic form factor S(k,w) for r~51. Open circles are experimental

values and solid lines represent those given by Eqs.(2.8) and (2.14).

The memory function (2.15) gives the results which decay more rapidly

on the high frequency side.
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those given by Eqs.(2.14) and (2.16). The memory function (2.15)

gives shorter high frequency tails.
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3. Structure of Transverse Fluctuation Spectrum
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In the case of strongly coupled OCP in three dimensions, the

transverse spectrum has the double peak structure and a theoretical

explanation of this structure has been given by a mode-coupling

theory [5]. Previous analysis of the transverse spectrum in two

dimensional electron liquids was not conclusive on this point due to

statistical errors [2].

On the other hand, a phenomenological analysis of this spectrum

in Section 2 seems to indicate the necessity of introducing another

concept in the domain of large wave numbers. We therefore have

extended previous numerical experiments and obtained the transverse

spectrum based on almost tripled data.

Resultant spectra are plotted for f=50 and f=70 in Figs.3(a) and

3(b) where statistical errors are also shown. We see the appearance

of an excitation of apparently different nature from that of small

wave numbers.

The change of the transverse spectrum with increasing wave number

may be summarized as follows: (a) In the long-wavelength domain

k/(1Tn) 1/2 < 1, the spectrum is diffusive, (b) a shoulder appears at the

wave number around (TIn)1/2 and grows with the wave number, (c) another

excitation with higher frequency appears around k/(TIn)1/2~2.2, (d) the

latter excitation becomes pronounced while the former disappears, and

(e) the spectrum returns to a diffusive one for 5::: k/ (TIn) 1/2 .

In order to clarify the origin of transverse excitations for

large wave numbers, we note that the spectrum Ct(k,w) is divided into

the coherent and the incoherent parts, CtCOh(k,w) and Cinc(k,w), as
. t

Ct(k,w)

C~nc(k,W)

C~Oh(k,w)

coh incCt (k,w) + Ct (k,w) 2:. 0,

looN
2 f dtexp(iwt)< l: ••• > > 0,

TI -00 i=l

1 foo-2 dt exp(iwt)< l: ••• >.
TI . ~.

-00 ~TJ

(3.1)

(3.2)

(3.3)
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The sum rules for corresponding frequency moments are given by

N/m, (3.4)

< inc
w>t 2 2 f 3(N/m) k (T/m) + (N/m) (ne /2m) d: g (r) /r , (3.5)

0, (3.6)

< coh
w>t

2 3- (N/m) (ne /2m) f d: g (r) [J
O

(kr) + 3J2 (kr) ] /r , (3.7)

where g(r) is the pair distribution function and J (x) is the Bessel
n

function of n-th order.
inc

In Fig.4 we plot the values of each contribution to <w>t and
coh

<w>t computed from the results of Monte Carlo experiments [6].
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Fig.4. Coherent and incoherent contributions to the first frequency moment

<w> of the transverse spectrum for r~51.
t
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Note that, in the domain 32. k/ (TIn) 1/2 where the pronounced single peak

appears, most part of the value of <w>t comes from the incoherent part

<w>~nc Though the coherent part C~Oh(k,w) is not positive (or

negative) definite as a function of w, small values of <w>~Oh and

Eq. (3.6) indicate that the absolute value of C~Oh(k,w) is much smaller
incthan C
t

(k,w):

for 3 2. k/(Tin)l/2. (3.8)

Because C~nc(k=O,w) reduces to the velocity autocorrelation

function C (w) asv

Ct(k=O,w) (N/2) C (w),
v

(3.9)

C (w)
v

1 Joo . i i2TI dtexp(~wt)<2" (t)'2" (t=O»,
-00 k=O -k=O

(3.10)

we expand C~nc(k,W) - (N/2)C
v

(w) as

(3.11)

In the latter, we rewrite {k·[r. (t)-r. (O)]}2 as_ _~ _l

Ak 4 = - (N/4 TI) r d t e xp (iwt) < [k xi (t) ] • [kxg i (0 ) ] {k. [r. (t) - r. (0) J } 2 > .
-00 - -k=O - - -k=O - -~ -~

(3.12)

The coefficient A may be estimated by considering two limiting cases

where C (w) is peaked around w=o and peaked around Wo ~ w (/TIn). In
v 2 2 2 P

the former, we estimate {k·[r. (t)-r. (o)]} by k (T/m)t and have- -~ -~

when k(T/m)1/2«w.
-2 2

(T/m)w O cos wot and obtain

(3.14)
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222when k (T/m) « Wo 'V w
p

(!TIn). Since

222
k (T/m)/w (1ITn) = (k /TIn)/2f

p

and therefore

IAk2
1 « C (w)v

for
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(3.15)

(3.16)

and f ? 50 (3.17)

in both limiting cases, we may have

in the domain (3.17).

(3.18)

Eg. (3.18) indicates that the structure of the incoherent spectrum

in the domain of long wavelengths persists up to relatively short

wavelengths. Thus the spectrum of the velocity autocorrelation func

tion coupled mainly to well-defined longitudinal oscillation can

appear as the incoherent transverse spectrum of large wave numbers.

We may thus have an interpretation of the behavior of transverse

spectrum: A collective shear mode exists only up to the wave number

around 2 (TIn)1/2 and the peak structure for larger wave numbers is due

to single-particle motion which is driven by the longitudinal

collective mode.

Obtained separately, the coherent and the incoherent parts of

longitudinal and transverse spectra contain useful information not

only for the problem considered here but also for other theoretical

investigations. The analyses in this direction are now in" progress.
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